Assessing Security Worksheet

Site: □ http://www.etsu.edu (people finder)  Team members: _____________________________
  □ http://www.yesterdaystruck.com/trforum/wwwboard1.html _____________________________
  □ https://bb.etsu.edu/webapps/login/ ________________________________________________
  □ Other: _____________________________________________

What feature(s) of this web-site requires/require database access? For example, does the client need to log in, is there a database access performed to present information to the user, or can the user write to a database?

Explain how is the feature(s) is/are used?

What database fields are at risk if a client gains access maliciously and why are they at risk?

What database fields might be tempting for database designers to include that the clients cannot see? For example, the database designer might add an employee id to be used as a key field.

Present an example of how this site could be compromised along with a solution to protect the site. Do not attempt to perform these actions on the site. Simply document what you suspect you could do. (Use the back of this sheet if you need more room.)

Don't quite understand? Try the URL http://www.etsu.edu/etsu/finder.asp?Action=Search&Search=a_%